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Revisions:	

Sign Type:  A, B, V

Dwg. No: A.01

A   05/09/19  Add Fr. Reduce letter 
size.
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Site measure req’d.
Submit pen plots as noted.
Submit sample of Flexface.
Typestyle is ITC Franklin Gothic 
Demi-Condensed. Sign Contractor 
must set all type; 'outline' art will 
not be provided!
Winnipeg' logo will be provided 
electronically.
Signs may be rough scaled for 
layout.
120v power supply by others. El. 
hookup by Sign Contractor.
Obtain all permits.

X.1 Type A.16 SF

See Dwg. V.05 for signs on ext. doors, glazing.

X.3

X.2 Type B.6 DF, Inserts: two (2) - .25" x 69.5 x 12" translucent white polycarbonate panels w/right-reading white graphics reversed 
out of silkscreened opaque, matte black, ground. Inserts sit in existing freestanding conc. monument. Note: vinyl graphics are 
not acceptable. Clean, replace electrics as necessary; repaint retaining angles matte black. Install. Quotations t.b.c. by Owner. 
Provide FS proof.

Scale: 1" = 12" 

X.1

X.1

X.1

Type A.14 SF: 11"± x 10' x 10' Sign Pro self-hinged flexible vinyl frameless face or sim. 20 oz. 
translucent white vinyl face w/right-reading white graphics reversed out of opaque, matte black, 
ground; 2nd 'black out' layer to obtain opacity. Additionally reinforce frame w/braces. Paint SignPro 
#850 frame matte black. Paint inside of cabinet white. All electrics (to -40°). 120v power supply by 
others; el. hookup by this contractor. Remove and dispose of existing illuminated sign. Provide shop 
dwg. at a large scale. Obtain permit(s) as req’d.

Alternative 1: as above, no illumination, no electrics.

Alternative 2: as above rendered in 2" x 10' x 10' rigid pan or flexible vinyl, no illumination, no 
electrics. 'Float' sign 6" off precast stone face.  

Scale: .45" = 12" 

Face B

Face A

12/15" (line), 
12/18" (para) 
letters. Centre 
'MILLENNIUM'  
vertically 9" from 

Centre 
horizontally 3' 
wide logo. 

Note: relation of sign to horiz. precast reveals.

THE COVERS OF THIS BOOK ARE TOO FAR APART.
A. BIERCE

MILLENNIUM LIBRARY 

MILLENNIUM 
LIBRARY
BIBLIOTHÈQUE 
DU MILLÉNAIRE 

MILLENNIUM 
LIBRARY
BIBLIOTHÈQUE 
DU MILLÉNAIRE 

SignPro BSH1970

2.75" letters. 
2" top/left/right margin.

X.5X.4 I find television very educating. Every time somebody turns on the set, I go into the other 
room and read a book.  Groucho Marx

There is no mistaking a real book when 
one meets it. 
It is like falling in love.
Christopher Morley

Anyone who has a library and a garden wants 
for nothing - Cicero

Reading is a basic tool in the living of a 
good life - Mortimer J. Adler


